
In 1869, Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleev 
ordered the known elements into what he 
termed the ‘periodic table of the elements’ 
(PTE) on the basis of their increasing 
atomic weight and chemical similarity1. 
Mendeleev’s PTE was proposed 5 years after 
Lothar Meyer had organized the 28 known 
elements into a table, of which six columns 
were labelled with valence number and five 
rows with atomic weight (see Box 1 and, for 
a historical account, see refs2–8).

Mendeleev not only correctly identified 
several of the then unknown elements, 
such as Ge, Sc, Ga and Tc — that were 
subsequently discovered in 1876, 1879, 1886 
and 1937, respectively — but also corrected 
some erroneous atomic weights, such as for 
Be, In, Ce and U. figure 1 shows a collection 
of PTEs, including an 1885 version of a 

The PTE is the most fundamental pillar 
of chemistry4: molecules, large or small, are 
all made of interacting atoms from the PTE, 
forming various types of chemical bonds. 
To cite Shaik and colleagues, “The periodic 
table gave rise to a central paradigm, which 
did for chemistry what Newton had done 
for physics and Darwin for biology”7. 
Questions naturally arise from this ordering 
system: what are the underlying (quantum) 
principles of the PTE? Where does the 
PTE end from an electronic or nuclear 
point of view? How far can we go in the 
synthesis of new elements and isotopes 
both in the laboratory and in the interstellar 
environment? Can we keep using the 
same approach to unambiguously place 
the elements with nuclear charge Z > 118 
into the PTE9 (as, for example, suggested in 
2011 by one of the authors and shown 
in fig. 1c)?

In this Perspective, we address 
fundamental questions concerning the PTE 
and discuss the current status of this field 
from a quantum theoretical point of view10,11. 
We describe the underlying physical 
principles that shape the PTE, including 
the elements up to a certain critical nuclear 
charge (Z ≈ 172). We focus on anomalies 
in chemical and physical properties, rather 
than on similarities between the elements 
within a certain group. Furthermore, we 
discuss the astrophysical origin and nuclear 
stability of the elements, including the 
most recent developments in the field of 
nuclear- structure theory.

From fundamental physics to the PTE
The PTE is as fundamental to chemists 
as the table of elementary particles is to 
physicists (fig. 2). We all know that atoms 
interact to form chemical bonds. Note that 
the term ‘chemical bond’ is a fuzzy concept, 
because it does not strictly correspond 
to a quantum- mechanical observable. 
However, it is a useful concept derived 
from quantum- theoretical principles12–14 
and can be attributed to the lowering of 
the electronic kinetic energy, concomitant 
with the constructive interference 
between the constituents in the molecular 
wavefunction15,16. In much the same way, 
fermions (spin 1/2 particles, like the 
electron) interact through (gauge) fields 
described by the exchange of bosons 

wall- hanging PTE (fig. 1a). Mendeleev had 
no knowledge of the internal structure of 
an atom or nucleus; a more detailed picture 
started to emerge only in 1911 with Ernest 
Rutherford’s discovery of the atomic nucleus. 
The development of the PTE over the past 
150 years is nicely illustrated at the Internet 
Database of Periodic Tables. In the most 
recent version of the PTE (fig. 1c), elements 
are ordered according to their atomic 
number Z (the number of protons inside 
the nucleus), thus avoiding irregularities in 
mass numbers due to the different numbers 
of neutrons inside the nucleus. As of today, 
118 elements are experimentally known, 
with the most recent additions to the PTE 
being the main- group elements from Nh 
(Z = 113) to Og (Z = 118), thus successfully 
completing the seventh period of the PTE.
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(integer- spin particles). Bosons are the 
carriers of the fundamental forces known in 
nature and are accurately described (as far 
as we know) by the Standard Model. Here, 
the electromagnetic force is mediated by 
photons, the weak force responsible for  
the β- decay in nuclei and the existence of the 
heavier elements in the PTE are mediated 
by charged (W±) and neutral (Z) bosons, 
and the strong force responsible for the 
existence of protons, neutrons and nuclei is 
mediated by gluons. The fourth fundamental 
interaction in nature, the gravitational force, 
has yet to be unified with the Standard 
Model, which represents one of the major 
challenges in physics. If the gravitational 
force can be quantized, the carriers of 
this force would also be bosons, so- called 
gravitons. All four fundamental forces are 
important for the astrophysical production 
and existence of the elements in the PTE 
and, ultimately, for the existence of life in 
our universe. Finally, the Higgs spin- zero 
boson provides the mass for the particles 
in the Standard Model (except, perhaps, for 
the neutrinos).

Why do we mention the fundamental 
principles of particle physics here? Because 
the concept behind the PTE is strongly 
connected to fundamental physics 
involving not only atomic and molecular 
but also particle and nuclear physics, two 
fundamental aspects that are usually not 
part of mainstream chemistry teaching 
and might not be familiar to all chemists. 
Starting with the electronic shell structure 
(the nuclear structure is discussed further 
below), the population of the PTE is 
governed by both the Pauli and the Aufbau 
principles. At a more fundamental level, 
the spin- statistics theorem in physics 
(formulated by Fierz and Pauli17) demands 
that, for fermions — such as the electron — 
the many- particle wavefunction ψ tr( , )i  has 
to be antisymmetric with respect to the 
permutation of two particles, k and j, from 
which the Pauli principle in a single- particle 
picture (mean- field theories such as 
Hartree–Fock or Kohn–Sham) follows. For 
chemists, this simply means admitting only 
one electron per single- particle state. This 
mean- field picture then leads to the famous 

Aufbau principle introduced by Bohr and 
Pauli that, together with Hund’s rule, is 
considered as the second building block of 
the PTE, after the atomic- number ordering.

Chemical behaviour is the third most 
important criterion that guides the order 
of elements in the PTE and an essential 
tool for all chemists. Similarities in the 
valence- electron configurations for two 
atoms usually imply similar chemical 
properties, although subtle shell- structure 
effects can lead to anomalies in the 
chemical and physical behaviour discussed 
below. The electron configuration of a 
multi- electron atom or, more precisely, the 
configuration list including occupation 
numbers for individual one- electron states, 
is (together with the atomic number) an 
important parameter for placing an element 
into the PTE. The Schrödinger equation 
gives us the eigenfunctions in the form of 
complex many- electron wavefunctions 
and the corresponding eigenstates (that 
is, the spectrum) of an atom, molecule or 
a condensed phase. The solutions of the 
Schrödinger equation inform us on physical 
properties (such as the dominant electron 
configuration), which give us important 
insights into the chemical behaviour of the 
elements18. Together with thermodynamics 
and statistical physics, this differential 
equation lies at the very heart of chemistry.

From the solution of the stationary 
Schrödinger equation for a hydrogen- like 
atom, we know that (nlml) states with the 
same principal quantum number n are 
energetically degenerate. In the relativistic 
case, this degeneracy is partially lifted owing 
to spin–orbit coupling, which can become 
very large for heavy elements, leading to 
the l > 0 levels split into levels of j = l ± 1/2. 
Quantum electrodynamics (QED) further 
lifts the degeneracy between the s and p1/2 
levels by a small amount. This so- called 
Lamb shift is tiny, 4.372 × 10−6 eV for the 
2s–2p1/2 splitting in the hydrogen atom, but 
can approach chemical relevance for heavy 
elements19,20, such as Au or Og19–21.

Degeneracies are further broken 
in the screened Coulomb potential of 
multi- electron atoms, for example, following 
the Aufbau principle, the 2s levels are filled 
before the 2p levels. Slater was the first 
to extend systematically the one- particle 
solutions of the Schrödinger equation to a 
multi- electron system22 following earlier 
work by Zener23. In the so- called mean- field 
model for a multi- electron atom, each 
electron is moving in the field generated 
by all other electrons and the nucleus 
experiencing a reduced nuclear charge, 
Zeff = Z − σ, which is due to the shielding  

Box 1 | A bit of history: Dmitri ivanovich mendeleev and Lothar meyer

the international year of the Periodic table (iYPt) in 2019 commemorated the 1869 papers of Dmitri 
ivanovich Mendeleev (see the figure, panel a). Five years earlier, Lothar Meyer (see the figure, panel b) 
had introduced in his 1864 book Die Modernen Theorien der Chemie (1st edn., p. 137), a 28- element 
table with six columns labelled by valence numbers and five rows with increasing atomic weight, 
correcting the te/i mass anomaly293. Meyer’s columns correspond to the groups 1–2 and 14–17. He did 
not claim new elements and did not have groups 3–13 or explicitly mention periodicity. He also 
attributed valencies to certain transition metals from modern groups 4–12. Meyer later commented 
(translated from German): “recently, Mendeleyeff has shown that such an arrangement can already 
be obtained by simply arranging atomic weights of all elements without random selection into a 
single row according to the size of their numerical values, decomposing such a row into sections and 
putting them together in the unmodified sequence. the table shown below is essentially identical to 
that given by Mendeleyeff”294–296. we refer to an excellent historical discourse into Lothar Meyer’s life 
and work and comments on this issue by Gisela Boeck297.

Credit for figure part a: Granger Historical Picture archive/alamy stock Photo. Credit for figure part b:  
the History Collection/alamy stock Photo.
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(or screening) by all the other electrons and 
expressed by the screening constant σ.  
Slater’s rules provide numerical values for 
σ in multi- electron systems that enable 
the approximate calculation of the total 
electronic energy. The idea of a screening 
effect leads to the lifting of degeneracies 
and explains why the 4s level is occupied 
before the 3d levels (for example, in the case 
of K, Zeff = 2.20 for the 4s1 and Zeff = 1.00 
for the 3d1 valence configurations). Slater’s 
approach can be seen as the first successful 
quantum- theoretical attempt to place the 
elements correctly into the PTE using  
the Aufbau principle. It places the electrons 
obeying the Pauli principle into the levels 
experiencing the highest effective nuclear 
charge first. However, if the gap between 

two one- electron levels is smaller than the 
exchange- energy correction, the lowest 
energy is obtained for the high- spin 
configuration. Despite its early success, the 
original Slater rules have their limitations. 
They did not explain why the 2s level is 
occupied before the 2p level, as these shared 
the same screening factor σ, or more subtle 
differences in electron configurations, 
as found, for example, in the group-10 
elements: Ni (3d84s2), Pd (4d10), Pt (5d96s1) 
and Ds (6d87s2). However, it is not important 
which screened- Coulomb potential is 
chosen for the Aufbau discussion8. For 
example, in the past, the Thomas–Fermi 
model was used to determine the atomic 
number at which l- electrons for a given lmax 
first appear24–27.

A far more accurate determination of 
electron configurations is achieved using 
mean- field methods such as relativistic 
Hartree–Fock or Kohn–Sham density 
functional theory (DFT). With these 
methods, one can easily obtain low- lying 
electronic states associated with dominant 
electron configurations and effective nuclear 
charges for a specific electronic shell. For 
example, Hartree defines the screening 
constant as 〈 〉 〈 〉σ Z r r= − /nl nl nl

H  for a specific 
nucleus of charge Z and shell (nl), where 
〈 〉r nl

H is the unscreened hydrogenic value, 
which can be obtained analytically (for the 
relativistic case, we simply extend it to  
the shell with quantum numbers (nlj))28. 
From relativistic Hartree–Fock calculations 
of Li, we obtain Z s2

eff  = 1.55 and Z p2
eff  = 1.04, 
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and for K, we obtain Z s4
eff  = 4.59 and 

Z d3
eff  = 1.10 (ref.29), which are qualitatively 

correct. Even if we use post- Hartree–Fock 
theory and include electron correlation, 
for example, by a configuration interaction 
treatment that accounts for the mixing 
of configuration states, we can still 
determine the dominant configurations 
and try to assign an approximate electron 
configuration to an atom. This simplified 
picture can, however, break down if the 
energy levels are not well separated and 
the spectrum becomes dense owing to 
quasi- degeneracies — ultimately, the correct 
ground state can only be determined by 
solving the Schrödinger equation or, more 
precisely, the Dirac equation that includes 
important QED effects (Box 2).

Let us look again at the electron 
configurations in the group-10 elements. 
Information about electronic states and 
configurations are collected in fig. 3. 
The three dominant configurations — 
[(n − 1)d8ns2], [(n − 1)d9ns1] and [(n − 1)d10] 
— lead to a total of 13 states separated 

by small energy differences as shown in 
fig. 3a. However, this does not prevent us 
from placing these elements correctly into 
group 10 of the PTE.

Moving to group 11, of the three ns1 
coinage- metal atoms (Cu, Ag and Au), only 
Ag behaves as chemically expected30. Cu 
is anomalous, having a radially nodeless 
and, therefore, compact, 3d shell. Au 
is anomalous for both its lanthanide 
contraction owing to the filling of the 4f14 
shell and (even more so) strong relativistic 
effects. Ag in between has a d- shell node and 
only moderate relativistic effects. Rg even 
changes its ground state to d9s2 owing to a 
strong relativistic 7s stabilization.

Despite the theoretical limitations 
of using electron configurations due to 
configuration mixing, we can safely place  
all known 118 elements into the PTE  
using the Aufbau principle (Edward G. 
Mazurs presented a periodic table in 1955 
classified later as Subtype IIIC3-6b in  
which he correctly placed the elements  
into the PTE up to Z = 120 (refs31,32)).  

As a matter of interest, the Aufbau principle 
follows the empirical rule proposed by 
Madelung in 1926 (refs33,34) and Janet 
in 1930 (ref.35), as shown in fig. 3b, 
and used early on by Sommerfeld36 to 
fill the electronic configurations up to Rn. 
The Madelung–Janet (or diagonal) rule 
states that, when considering consecutive 
neutral atoms, electrons are assigned to 
one- particle levels in order of increasing 
(n + l) value and, for states of equal (n + l), 
the electrons are assigned first to the lower 
n value. For a detailed account on the 
Madelung–Janet rule, see ref.37. This rule 
is remarkably well fulfilled throughout the 
PTE, with only a few exceptions in 
the superheavy- element region because 
of strong relativistic effects. Nevertheless, 
the putative placement of the superheavy 
elements beyond Z = 120 by one of the 
authors9 requires further investigations to 
correctly predict the electronic ground state 
and associated dominant configurations 
together with their chemical similarities 
to their lighter congeners — a major 
challenge for modern quantum chemistry. 
For example, Nefedov and colleagues 
performed multi- configuration Dirac–Fock 
calculations for the superheavy elements 
with Z = 119–164 (ref.38). They showed 
that a major single configuration can still 
be assigned for these elements, despite the 
fact that the 5g, 6f, 7d and 8p levels become 
close in energy. They further predict the 
5g occupation in neutral atoms to start at 
Z = 125.

Despite the huge success of the 
Madelung–Janet rule, the most appropriate 
definition of the start and end points of 
the lanthanide and actinide series remains 
a matter of dispute39,40. Inserting the 
lanthanides La–Yb and actinides Ac–No 
between groups 2 and 3, and Lu [4f145d16s2] 
and Lr [5f147p17s2] (note the difference in the 
occupation of p and d levels between the two 
elements) into group 3 fulfils the Madelung–
Janet rule and results in a more natural 
placement of these elements into the PTE. 
However, placing La [5d16s2] and Ac [6d17s2] 
into group 3 and the series Ce–Lu and Th–
Lr afterwards has the advantage of keeping 
La and Ac as the first elements of the 
lanthanide and actinide series to which they 
give their names. In a set of molecules, Xu 
and Pyykkö41 found that Lu and Lr behave in 
a very similar way. Moreover, the placement 
of the 4f- to-6f and the 5g elements in fig. 1c 
keeps the group number, G, equal to the 
number of valence electrons. We are not 
delving further into discussions of chemical 
similarities between the two different 
definitions of the group 3 elements, as there 
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are many different opinions on this40,42.  
The International Union of Pure and Applied 
Chemistry (IUPAC) conveniently avoids this 
controversy by leaving the two positions in 
periods 6 and 7 of group 3 empty and listing 
15 instead of 14 elements for the lanthanides 
and actinides, thus counting from f 0 to f 14. 
Fuzzy concepts like chemical similarities 
or electron configurations do have their 
limits, but, in our opinion, do not reduce the 
importance of the PTE.

Periodic trends and relativistic effects
It has become (almost) a doctrine in 
chemistry that elements placed in the same 
group of the PTE show similar chemical 
and physical behaviour. Similarities and 
differences are based on the comparison 
of measurable quantities, either through 
experimental observables or through 
their calculations using the corresponding 
quantum- mechanical (self- adjoint) 
operators, if necessary to the highest 
accuracy available within a certain theory. 
A detailed discussion on the numerous 
similarities observed is beyond the scope of 
this Review. For recent accounts, see refs43,44 
and for main- group elements, see ref.18. 
Instead, we focus on some irregularities and 
anomalies within the PTE that arise from 
shell- structure and relativistic effects.

1s elements. We start our discussion by 
mentioning the two most abundant elements 
in our universe, H and He, synthesized 
directly in the primordial nucleosynthesis 
roughly 10 seconds to 20 minutes after 
the Big Bang45. These are placed into 
groups 1 and 18, respectively, although 
their chemical and physical behaviour is 
quite distinct compared with their heavier 
homologues in the PTE. Hydrogen has 
unique properties and functions: from 
hydrogen, we get water and biomolecules 
important for life on our planet. Watson–
Crick pairing is a prime example in which 
hydrogen bonding is required for the 
stability of DNA46. Furthermore, let us 
compare the structure of benzene and 
its associated rich aromatic chemistry to 
C6Li6, which consists of C2

2− fragments 
strongly aggregated through Li bridges47. 
We can also consider the recent discovery 
of superconductors in hydrogen- rich 
phases48–50 and the search for metallic, high- 
pressure phases of pure hydrogen important 
for understanding the physics of large- sized 
planets such as Jupiter51.

Although He is the most abundant 
element in our universe (but rare 
on our planet), its chemistry is very 
limited. Needless to say that the electron 

configuration of He is [1s2] — with the 
highest ionization potential of any element 
(24.587387 eV)52 — whilst for the other 
noble gases, it is [np6]. Both isotopes 3,4He at 
low temperatures exhibit a distinct quantum 
nature and special phases in the bulk. 
Because of its chemical inertness, He fits 
rather into group 18 than into group 2 of  
the PTE, although we note the existence  
of gas- phase cations, such as HeH+, or metal 
helides, such as VHe3+, YHe3+ or AlHe3+ 
(refs53–55), and the observed high- pressure 
electride compound Na2He56. This is a prime 
example in which chemical similarity wins 
over electron configuration.

Although H and He clearly separate  
from the rest of the PTE, almost every 
chemist agrees that we can leave these 
elements in their current place in the PTE, 
keeping their distinctive quantum nature in 
mind.

Primogenic shell effect. Continuing with 
trends within a group of the PTE, we note 
the compact size of the shells with every 
first- appearing l- value (termed primogenic57 

or kainosymmetric effect, the special nature 
of which was pointed out by Shchukarev in 
1971 (refs58,59)). The primogenic effect has 
far- reaching consequences; for example, 
it explains the existence of P4 and not of 
N4 (ref.60) or, more importantly, the quite 
distinct chemistry of C versus Si61 and why 
life based on Si instead of C may not exist. 
This effect can be clearly understood by 
comparing the valence shell radii (in Å)  
and screening constants σ of C and Si 
(obtained from Hartree–Fock calculations): 
〈 〉r s2

C  = 0.839 Å, .σ = 2 22s2
C , 〈 〉r p2

C  = 0.921 Å, 
.σ = 3 13p2

C ; 〈 〉r s3
Si  = 1.164 Å, .σ = 7 86s3

Si ; 
〈 〉r p3

Si  = 1.473 Å, .σ = 9 51p3
Si 29. Similarly,  

the first- row transition elements have a 
compact 3d shell and, often, their chemical 
behaviour differs to that of the heavier 
congeners. For example, RuO4, OsO4 and 
even HsO4 are experimentally known62,  
but FeO4 is not (only its reduced states 
[FeO4]2− and [FeO4]− are known63). Trends 
down a group are further influenced 
by relativistic effects, which can change 
completely the chemical behaviour of the 
heavier elements.

Box 2 | the many- electron Dirac–Fock–Breit hamiltonian

the many- electron Dirac–Fock–Breit Hamiltonian can be considered a chemist’s  
‘theory of everything’.

the many- electron Hamiltonian can be expressed as the sum of one- electron (hi) and 
two- electron (hij) Hamiltonians:

∑ ∑= + .
<

H h h (1)
i

i
i j

ij

the non- relativistic one- particle Hamiltonian would be (in atomic units):

= + = − ∇h T V T,
1
2

(2)n
2

with T being the kinetic energy, Vn the potential energy and ∇2 the Laplace operator.  
the non- relativistic two- particle Hamiltonian would be:

=h r1/ (3)ij ij

where rij is the distance between the two particles.
the one- particle Dirac Hamiltonian (hD) takes into account relativistic effects and reads as:

→ → →
α β= + + = −⋅ ∇

⎯→⎯
h c p c V p i, , (4)

nD
2

where αk (k = 1, 2, 3) and β are Dirac matrices, →p is the momentum and c = 137.035999 au is the speed 
of light.

the relativistic two- particle Hamiltonian (hB) can be obtained by including in eq. 3 the Breit 
interaction (here, chosen as frequency- independent) that describes the magnetic electron–
electron interactions and retardation effects.

α α α α= − → → + → → → → .





⋅ ⋅ ⋅h
r

r r r
1
2

( )( )/ (5)
ij

i j i ij j ij ijB
2

in correlated calculations, electron- like projection operators, P, should be added:

= .h Ph P (6)ij ij
eff

Quantum electrodynamics corrections can also be added to achieve higher accuracy.  
For more details, see ref.30.
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Filling l- shells along a row of the PTE. 
Turning to periodic trends along a specific 
row, 66.7% of the d- block elements (not 
including the transactinides) and 78% of 
the f- block elements have ndG−2(n + 1)s2 and 
(n − 1)fG−2(n + 1)s2 electronic configurations, 
respectively, where G denotes the group 
number in the PTE. Some d- block elements 
prefer a greater d- population and some f- 
block elements prefer a single electron in 
the d- shell64. Nevertheless, different electron 
configurations lie close by in energy and 
we can successively fill the d- shell or f- shell 
using Hund’s rule.

Allen and colleagues analysed the (n − 1)d 
and ns orbital energies for the transition 
elements65. Because the energies depend 
on the different ns populations (fig. 3a), 
the concept of configuration energies εCE 
previously introduced by Allen66 was used. 
Configuration energies for the transition 

elements can be defined as εCE = −(pεs + qεd)/
(p + q), where p and q are fractional 
occupation numbers for the s and d shells 
with orbital energies εs and εd, respectively. 
This approach considers configuration 
mixing in this orbital space and avoids 
anomalies in trends arising from changes in 
configurations along the transition- metal 
row. figure 3c,d shows the results of these 
calculations and reveals some interesting 
trends.

We observe that the (n + 1)s shell comes 
at higher energy than the underlying nd shell 
and the valence s electrons are, therefore, 
more easily accessible. Furthermore, the 
s−d energy gap increases across a row, with 
a more prevalent increase for the first- row 
(3d) transition elements. The easy access 
of the s valence shell is seen as the main 
reason why all transition elements, except 
Sc, form divalent chlorides, MCl2. However, 

the chemistry of the transition metals is far 
more complicated because the d subshell 
can contribute substantially to chemical 
bonding, especially for metals in higher 
oxidation states, even for the late transition 
elements as in the case of CuF4

− (ref.67). 
For the third- row transition elements (5d) 
and fourth- row (6d) transactinides, the 
relativistic s- shell contraction becomes large, 
leading to an additional nuclear screening 
for the underlying d shell. This effect 
becomes particularly large for the groups 11 
and 12 elements, as clearly seen in fig. 3c,d, 
leading to well- known chemical and physical 
anomalies (see discussion below). Finally, 
for the 3d transition metals, we see a steep 
increase in configuration energies up to 
the element with half- filled d shell, Mn, 
defining a threshold between the early and 
late transition metals (for a more detailed 
discussion on this subject, see refs59,68).
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Fig. 3 | electronic states and configurations. a | Energy levels for the dom-
inant configurations of the group-10 elements as reported from the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Different colours are used to 
distinguish between the three different configurations: [(n − 1)d8ns2], 
[(n − 1)d9ns1] and [3d10]. Note that, already for Pd, there are intruder states (not 
shown here) that arise from the [(n − 1)d9np1] configuration and mix with sev-
eral of the low- energy states shown here. The same happens for the intruder 
states for Pt from the [(n − 1)d9np1] and [(n − 1)d8ns1p1] configurations. For Ds, 
a dense spectrum arising from the [ d s p6 7 75/2

7 2
1/2
1 ] configuration intrudes into 

the normal spectrum and only a few lines of even parity predicted by 

Lackenby and colleagues are given here. Thus, some configuration assign-
ments (especially for the 3P0 level) are approximate at best. Data shown here 
are from refs285,286. b | Successive shell filling according to fig. 1c, up to the 
heaviest element with Z = 172 according to the Madelung–Janet rule. The 
anomalies in expected shell filling are highlighted in green. They result from 
strong relativistic stabilization effects of the s and p1/2 shells at high nuclear 
charge. c | Orbital energies for the 3d, 4d and 5d transition- metal atoms (in eV).  
d | Configuration energies for the 3d, 4d and 5d transition- metal atoms  
(in eV). Part b is adapted from ref.131, CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/). Data in parts c and d are from ref.65.
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Relativity and the PTE. The Schrödinger 
equation, which has served the chemistry 
community extremely well for the past 
50 years, emerges as the non- relativistic limit 
(speed of light c → ∞) from its relativistic 
extension, the Dirac equation (Box 2). The 
electronic Dirac equation did not come 
so easy to the discrete- basis quantum- 
chemistry community because of the 
appearance of a negative- energy continuum, 
the Dirac sea. This additional feature 
causes trouble in the treatment of elements 
with very high nuclear charge, ZαEM > 1, with 
αEM being the fine- structure (or electro-
magnetic coupling) constant defined as 
1/αEM = 4πε0ħc/e2 = 137.035999084(21)69. 
Nevertheless, the enormous progress in this 
field over the past four decades has enabled 
us to deal efficiently with the electronic 
Dirac equation and to obtain very accurate 
solutions70 (Box 3).

Over the past few decades, we learned 
that relativistic effects are more important 
than originally thought. Valence electrons 
move slowly compared with the speed of 
light when they are far from the nucleus 
but fast when they are near the nucleus, 
especially for the heavy elements with high 
nuclear charge71–74. A close analysis shows 
that direct relativistic effects arise from the 
innermost region of the radial wavefunction 
(mainly from the K- shell (1s) range and, 
to a smaller extent, the L- shell range for all 
s orbitals), as well as from the spin–orbit 
splitting of all np orbitals75,76. Indirect 
relativistic contributions arise from 
the relativistic changes of the other orbitals. 
Relativistic effects are depicted in fig. 4, 
and examples for both direct and indirect 
relativistic effects are illustrated in fig. 4a,b.

Because of the direct relativistic effects, 
the nucleus becomes more screened, 
especially by the s and p1/2 electrons 
that have a substantial electron density 
near the nucleus, thus lowering Zeff. As a 
consequence, the more diffuse orbitals with 
higher angular momentum feel a weaker 
nuclear attraction, which results in their 
expansion and destabilization. An early 
example of the destabilization of the 5d shell 
of the Hg atom was reported by Mayers 
in 1957 (ref.77). In addition, spin–orbit 
coupling can become very large for the 
heavy elements (10 eV splitting between 
the p1/2 and p3/2 orbitals in Og with Z = 118)78 
(fig. 4a,b). These large relativistic effects have 
been overlooked for a long time but are, 
perhaps, not unexpected, as these usually 
scale ~Z2 for the valence shells of analogous 
elements.

A detailed account on relativistic 
shell- structure effects in the d and f blocks 

of the PTE has been given by Schwarz 
and colleagues64. Here, we focus on the 
two late transition metals, Au and Hg. It is 
now well established that these elements 
exhibit unusually large relativistic 6s- orbital 
stabilizations (contractions) and indirect 
relativistic 5d- orbital destabilizations 
(expansions) compared with their lighter 
congeners and to their neighbours to the 
left and right in the PTE, as first shown 
by Desclaux29 and discussed in ref.72. A 
maximum stabilization of the ns shell 
can be observed for the (n − 1)dG−1ns1 
configuration in group 11 and for the 
(n − 1)dG−2ns2 configuration in group 12, 
where G is the group number (fig. 4c). The 
maximum in group 11 is well known72 but 
perhaps not well understood79. It originates 
from the successive filling of the underlying 
(n − 1)d shell64.

We can define relativistic effects 
for a specific atomic property P as 
ΔRP = (PR − PNR) = γP(ZαEM)2PR, where γP 
is the relativistic enhancement factor64. 
Although, down a group, valence shell 
relativistic effects mostly follow the expected 
~Z2 behaviour, for group 11, the relativistic 
enhancement factor is very large and 
increases for the heavier elements. For 
example, we calculate γε values for the orbital 
energy εns in group 11 to be 0.573 (Cu), 
0.616 (Ag), 0.731 (Au) and 0.795 (Rg) 
versus the values for group 12 of 0.428 (Zn), 
0.480 (Cd), 0.616 (Hg) and 0.706 (Cn)80. The 
large relativistic enhancement factors for Au 
and Hg give rise to well- known anomalies in 
their chemical and physical behaviour, with 
some of these for Au being detailed in Box 4. 
These anomalies are predicted to be even 
more pronounced in the superheavy element 
Rg, the chemistry of which remains largely 
unexplored, despite it being discovered 
in 1994 (refs10,81). The ground state of Rg 
has a 6d97s2 configuration, as opposed to a 
6d107s1 configuration, owing to the very large 

relativistic 7s contraction that makes Rg as 
small as Cu in size82–84. It is clear from the 
data in Box 4 that it is almost impossible to 
predict the physical and chemical behaviour 
of Rg from the properties of its lighter group 
members. In this case, we cannot count on 
the concept of chemical similarity within 
a group. We note, however, that relativistic 
effects heavily depend on the ns population 
of the elements in a molecule or the solid85,86.

Turning to Hg in group 12, we also 
observe large relativistic effects that lead 
to anomalous physical and chemical 
properties87. Perhaps the most striking 
property is that Hg is the only elemental 
metallic liquid in the PTE (followed by 
Ga, which has a melting temperature 
of 29.76 °C), with a very high density of 
13.5 g cm−3. Theoretical studies have 
shown that relativistic effects lower the 
melting point of Hg by more than 100 K 
(105 K and 160 K increases are predicted 
using atoms- in- molecules88 and DFT 
calculations89, respectively). Therefore, 
non- relativistic Hg would be solid at room 
temperature, similar to Cd. Also, the 
heaviest known group-12 element, Cn, 
has been predicted to be liquid at room 
temperature because of relativistic effects, 
with a rather narrow liquid range below the 
boiling point90, supporting Pitzer’s original 
hypothesis91.

Because of the strong relativistic 
7s contraction, Cn is predicted to be a 
semiconductor or even an insulator in 
contrast to Hg90,92. The unusually high 
superconducting transition temperature 
of Hg, in comparison with that of Zn and 
Cd, is also attributed to relativistic effects93: 
without relativity, Heike Kamerlingh 
Onnes would not have discovered 
superconductivity. Note that the specific 
resistivity of Hg is unusually high, 95.78  
(in 10−8 Ωm), compared with that of Zn (5.8) 
or Cd (7.6).

Box 3 | A head- on comparison of theory and experiment for the Au atom

the ionization potential (iP) and electron affinity (ea) of the au atom have been accurately measured 
by laser experiments. Pašteka et al.70 reached theoretical mev accuracy by performing highly 
correlated calculations with a coupled- cluster method including up to pentuple excitations 
(DC- CCsDtQP) in a large basis (values are in ev)70.

method iP eA

Value error Value error

DC- HF 7.6892 −1.5364 0.6690 −1.6396

DC- CCSDTQP 9.2701 0.0446 2.3278 0.0192

+Breit 9.2546 0.0290 2.3188 0.0102

+QED 9.2288 0.0032 2.3072 −0.0014

Exp. 9.2256 2.3086
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An interesting property of Hg and its 
superheavy group member Cn is that they 
can both adopt the oxidation state +iv 
(refs83,94) — HgF4 has been identified not 
too long ago by Wang et al.95. The chemistry 
of Cn has recently been explored by using 

atom- at- a- time adsorption on Au surfaces, 
suggesting that this element is very volatile96,97.

Spin–orbit effects in the p- block elements. 
figure 4d demonstrates the size of spin–orbit 
splitting in individual l > 0 shells for Og.  

It diminishes for shells with higher angular 
quantum number l (as predicted by the 
Dirac equation) and is especially large for 
the lowest and highest principal quantum 
number n (fig. 4a). Spin–orbit splittings for 
the group 13, 14, 16 and 17 elements follow 
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Fig. 4 | relativistic effects. a | Ratio of the relativistic (R) to non- relativistic 
(NR) expectation values of average orbital radii, 〈r〉, for different Dirac–
Hartree–Fock (nlj) orbitals in Og (Z = 118)29,225. b | NR and R radial densities, 
4πr2ρ(r) for the valence 7s and 7p orbitals of Og. Corresponding orbital ener-
gies are given in the inset of the figure. c | Relativistic stabilization from R 
and NR orbital energies εR and εNR, respectively, of the ns shell for the ele-
ments K–Kr (n = 4), Rb–Xe (n = 5), Cs–Rn (n = 6) and Fr–Og (n = 7), showing the 
maximum of R effects in groups 11 and 12 of the periodic table of the ele-
ments. Redrawn from the data and configurations in ref.29 and from numer-
ical Hartree–Fock calculations (for Pd and Tc 4d95s1 and 4d55s2 
configurations were chosen, respectively). See refs72,287 for details. d | Spin–
orbit splitting for the group 13 (2P), group 14 (3P), group 16 (3P) and group 17 
(2P) elements of the periodic table of the elements. Data taken from the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)285, for At and the 
superheavy elements from refs288,289 and from Dirac–Hartree–Fock–Breit 
calculations including quantum- electrodynamics effects287. e | R and NR free 
reaction energies for the decomposition ECl4 → Cl2 + ECl2 (E = C–Pb) at the 
density functional level of theory. Data are taken from refs18,116. f | Diving of 
the 1s and 2s hydrogenic states into the negative- energy continuum for 
different levels of theory: NR Schrödinger equation with a point nuclear 
charge (PNC); Dirac–Coulomb equation (Dirac) with a PNC ending abruptly 
at Zcrit

PNC; Dirac–Coulomb equation with a finite nuclear charge distribution 
(FNC) using a two- parameter Fermi model80. 2p(j = 3/2) and 2p-(j = 1/2) are 
also shown. Note that the PNC and FNC 2p curves are indistinguishable on 
this plot. Part b is adapted from ref.110, CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/). Part f is adapted with permission from ref.145, Elsevier.
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a ~Z2 behaviour (fig. 4d) and, already for 
period 6, its effects become large enough 
to influence chemical bonding. However, 
during the formation of covalent bonds, 
spin–orbit effects can be substantially 
suppressed by the mixing of p1/2 and p3/2 
orbitals to form σ or π bonds. For example, 
the combination of two p1/2 orbitals at 
different atomic centres gives 1/3 of σ 
bonding and 2/3 of π* antibonding or, 
switching sign, 2/3 of π bonding and 1/3 of 
σ* antibonding. Additionally, combining two 
p3/2 orbitals at different centres results in one 
π bond or a combination of 2/3 of π bonding 
and 1/3 of σ* antibonding for mj = 3/2 and 
1/2, respectively73,91,98. This mixing also 
occurs in external fields; for example, 
spin–orbit effects can be suppressed in 
strong ligand fields during the formation of 
ionic bonds. Furthermore, electron density 
can move from the central atom to the 
electronegative ligand, thus diminishing 
spin–orbit effects, especially in the case of 
compounds in high oxidation states.

Spin–orbit effects are also the reason 
for a very small dissociation energy in 
Tl2 (41 kJ mol−1)99 and, consequently, 
a rather small cohesive energy for the 
bulk (182 kJ mol−1) and low melting 
point (304 °C). This large spin–orbit 
destabilization is even more evident for 
the heaviest element dimer in group 13, 
Nh2, in which the compact 7p1/2 shell and 
low population of the 7p3/2 orbital lead to a 
dissociation energy of only a few kJ mol−1, in 
spite of the combination of two open- shell 
atoms100,101. Fl (Z = 114) has a closed 
spherical p7 1/2

2  shell well separated from 
the much higher lying 7p3/2 shell (fig. 4d). 
Solid- state calculations indeed show that 
bulk Fl has a very small cohesive energy of 
49 kJ mol−1 (down from 291 kJ mol−1 at the 
scalar relativistic level in which spin–orbit 
coupling is neglected) compared with Pb 
with 195 kJ mol−1 (ref.102). This is supported 
by atom- at- a- time adsorption experiments 
of Fl on a Au surface that indicate a higher 
inertness than its lighter group members, 
resulting in a high volatility103,104. According 
to these studies, Fl is the least reactive 
element in the group, but is still metallic 
in nature, and may be a liquid at room 
temperature91.

It is well known that spin–orbit coupling 
is important for the correct interpretation 
of electronic spectra in atoms, molecules 
and the solid state. The photoelectron 
spectra of BiX3 (X = Cl, Br, I) may serve 
as an interesting example105. In this case, 
the Bi–halogen σ bonding orbitals suffer 
from a relativistic rehybridization owing to 
spin–orbit coupling, and the energetic order 

of peaks is dominated by the central- atom 
spin–orbit splitting ε(6p1/2) < ε(6p3/2). In 
materials science, the Bi spin–orbit coupling 
helps to synthesize new high- pressure 
intermetallics106.

As a last example, we mention the noble- 
gas element Og (Z = 118) (fig. 4a,b), the 
last known p- block element and currently 
the heaviest element in the PTE. Here, the 
2P3/2/2P1/2 splitting in Og+ is about 10 eV 
and larger than most bond- dissociation 
energies. In fact, Og is quite different 
to the lighter rare- gas atoms with an 
electron- localization function comparable to 
a Fermi gas78 (both electron- localization and 
nuclear- localization functions are shown in 
fig. 5). Og is predicted to be a solid under 
ambient conditions because of relativistic 
effects107, exhibiting some unusual chemical 
and physical properties107–110, such as a 
positive electron affinity of 0.056 eV (ref.111).

The inert- pair effect. The lowering of 
oxidation states in the 6p- block elements — 
such as Pb(ii) compared with Sn(iv) — is 
linked to the so- called inert- pair effect,  
introduced by Sidgwick112,113. The inert- pair 
effect is the tendency of the two electrons  
in the outermost atomic s orbital to remain 
mostly unshared or localized in compounds 

of post- transition metals. Here, the 
increasing nuclear charge and relativistic 
effects down a group leads to the contraction 
of valence ns shell that results in a larger 
separation between the ns and np levels  
and to reduced mixing (hybridization) 
between the two, thus altering chemical 
bonding114. The relevant hybridization also 
accounts for the orbitals of the ligands73. 
Thus, the higher oxidation state becomes 
unfavourable, as seen, for example, in the 
group-13 and group-14 hydrides115–117 or in 
the group-14 chlorides shown in fig. 4e.

A striking example of the inert- pair 
effect is provided by the lead–acid battery, in 
which a great part of the voltage arises from 
relativistic effects118. The largest relativistic 
contribution comes from the high- energy 
compound PbivO2 in the lead–acid battery 
reaction: Pb(s) + PbO2(s) + 2H2SO4(aq) →  
2PbSO4(s) + 2H2O(l). Faraday’s law, 

G RT K nFEΔ = − log( ) = −0
cell
0  (in which 

G0 is the standard Gibbs free energy, R is 
the gas constant, T is the temperature, K 
is the equilibrium constant, n is the number 
of electrons transferred, F is the Faraday 
constant and E0

cell is the standard cell 
voltage), suggests that about 1.74 V of the 
total experimental cell voltage (2.107 V) is 
attributed to relativity.

Box 4 | Au is inherently relativistic

High- level calculations for the au ionization potential EiP and electron affinity Eea (ref.70) show  
that electron correlation contributes 1.565 ev (17.0% of the experimental value) to EiP and 1.650 ev 
(71.5%) to Eea (at the Dirac–Coulomb–Breit level of theory). the same calculations show that 
relativistic effects contribute 2.140 ev (23.2%) to EiP and 1.012 ev (43.8%) to Eea (at the coupled-  
cluster level of theory). according to Mulliken’s definition of the electronegativity χau, the value 
χ = 0.187(EiP + Eea) (EiP and Eea taken in units of ev) translates into a relativistic change298 of ΔRχ = 0.59. 
as a result, χau is substantially increased, to ~2.4, and au can be regarded both as a metal and as  
a pseudohalide. therefore, relativistic effects influence the whole chemistry and physics of au, 
leading to well- known anomalies in properties compared with those of Cu and ag, as shown in the 
table below79,299,300. the most striking features to be highlighted are the yellow colour of bulk au 
(ref.301), the catalytic activity and unusual structures of au nanoclusters302 and the high stability  
of high oxidation states, such as for the au halides303, and its associated role in homogeneous 
catalysis304,305.

Property Cu Ag Au

Colour Bronze Silver Yellow

Specific resistivity (10−8 Ωm) 1.72 1.62 2.4

Thermal conductivity (W cm−1 K−1) 3.85 4.18 3.1

Electronic heat capacity (10−4 J K−1 mol−1) 6.926 6.411 6.918

Melting point (°C) 1,083 961 1,064

Boiling point (°C) 2,567 2,212 3,080

Atomic volume (cm3 mol−1) 7.12 10.28 10.21

Electronegativity 1.9 1.9 2.4

Polarizability (au) 46.5 55 36

Cohesive energy (kJ mol−1) 330 280 370

Desorption temperature CO on metal surface (K) 190–210 40–80 170–180

Common oxidation states i, ii i i, iii
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For a more detailed discussion on the 
inert- pair effect, including a historical 
account, see ref.114. Further information on 
periodic trends in the main groups can be 
found in a recent paper by Frenking and 
colleagues18.

The lanthanides. Lanthanides (Ln = La–Lu)  
are the elements in which the 4f shell 
is gradually filled. Typical Ln atom 
configurations are 4fG−35d16s2 or 4fG−26s2 (G 
is the group number). Unlike the d- block 
elements, the compact 4f electrons are little 
involved in chemical bonding and act as 
‘spectators’. The 4f electrons can, thus, be 
treated (to a certain extent) as core- like. The 
formation of chemical bonds between Ln 
and other elements mainly involves Ln 6s and  
5d119,120. Note that it is not important if 
the 5d shell is occupied in the atomic ground 
state, as long as it is energetically available. 
This is the main reason for the chemical 
similarity of the lanthanides — many of us 
know how hard it is to separate the different 
lanthanides.

The 4f electrons do, however, have 
a substantial influence on the physical 
properties of the lanthanide compounds 
because the 4f shell does not completely 
shield the nucleus. This leads to the so- called  
lanthanide contraction. With the increase  

of the nuclear charge, the ionic radius of  
Ln3+ decreases from La to Lu, leading to 
progressively smaller bond distances in 
lanthanide compounds. The lanthanide 
contraction was introduced by Goldschmidt121,  
who referred to both the contractions of radii 
in the series La–Lu, as well as the transition 
from pre-4f elements to post-4f elements 
(for example, Ag versus Au). Furthermore, 
the successive filling of the 4f shell has a 
significant influence on the 6s shell, for 
example, the relativistic stabilization of 
the 6s shell for La is 5.4% compared with 
11.9% for Lu29. The core- like 4f states play 
a role in magnetic and optical properties of 
the lanthanides122. Lanthanides are mostly 
trivalent, except in cases like Eu(ii) or Yb(ii), 
in which half- filled or filled 4f shells favour  
divalency. Recently, low- valent compounds 
have been synthesized by Evans and 
colleagues123.

The actinides. We analogously label  
actinides as An = Ac–Lr. The later actinides 
after Am are mostly trivalent and chemically 
similar to their Ln counterparts, creating 
problems in the chemical treatment of 
nuclear waste. In the range Th–Am, a rich 
hybridization and multiple bonding can 
occur, notably to N or O ligands, with the 
actinyl group being a prime example124.  

The main contributing An orbitals are 6d 
and 5f, with possible participation of the 
diffuse 7s and 7p, and the semicore 6p. It 
should be noted that the 5f shell has a larger 
radius than the 4f shell, both because it has 
a radial node and because it experiences 
an indirect relativistic destabilization. 
There has been a long- standing debate 
on the involvement of the 5f electrons in 
chemical bonding in certain compounds. 
For example, recent experimental and 
theoretical studies of Am–Cf consider 
systems with a half- filled 5f shell, such 
as Bk(iv) or Cf(v), and divalent An(ii) 
compounds, in both non- aqueous and 
aqueous systems125,126. Both the An 6d and  
5f orbitals are found to be involved. The 
debate on the role of 5f electrons focused 
mainly on the earlier actinide elements U  
and Np, which do not exhibit a proper 
actinide contraction127.

As said, the insertion of the f elements 
into the periodic table and the resulting 
partial shielding of the nucleus have a 
profound influence on the chemistry of the 
post- f elements. Furthermore, relativistic 
effects increase the actinide contraction 
substantially128. Similar to the lanthanides, 
the relativistic stabilization of the 7s  
shell for Ac is 18.4% compared with 35.1% 
for Lr (fig. 4c).
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Fig. 5 | Localization functions. a | Electron- localization functions, Ce, from non- relativistic (NR) and Dirac–Hartree– Fock calculations (R) for the heavy 
rare- gas atoms Xe, Rn and Og showing the change in spatial localization of the electrons when moving to the heavier elements. b | Nucleon- localization 
function for a highly deformed configuration of Og118

294  for neutrons and protons. For comparison, localizations are shown for the prefragments Pb82
208  and 

Kr36
86  on the left side of each subplot, demonstrating the nuclear interactions in fission reactions. Part a is adapted with permission from ref.78, American 
Physical Society. Part b is adapted with permission from ref.261, American Physical Society.
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A more detailed discussion on shell- 
structure and relativistic effects for the 
lanthanides and actinides can be found in 
refs98,128,129. For the discovery history of the 
elements 93–118, see ref.130.

Beyond the known elements. How the PTE 
can be expanded beyond the currently 
known elements (Z > 118) has been 
discussed recently by Pyykkö9,131. The two 
elements that follow Og are the 8s elements 
below Fr and Ra, which have yet to be 
discovered. For details on current attempts 
carried out at the GSI (Germany), JINR 
(Russia) and RIKEN (Japan) laboratories 
to synthesize and detect superheavy 
elements beyond nuclear charge 118, the 
interested reader is referred to refs132–136. 
So far, we have not discussed the chemistry 
of the alkali and alkaline- earth metals18 
because the properties of these elements 
are expected to become anomalous only for 
the heaviest two elements with Z = 119 and 
120 (refs137–140). After these two elements, 
one can nominally place the 18 5g elements 
121–138 (ref.9). The atomic number at which 
the 5g shell begins to be populated is not 
clear, because electrons may alternatively fill 
8s, 8p1/2, 7d and 6f orbitals. This problem has 
already been noted by Seaborg in the late 
1960s141. According to one- valence- electron 
Dirac–Fock calculations, 5g becomes the 
lowest level from about Z = 125 (ref.9). This 
approximate beginning of some 5g atomic 
occupation has been known since the 1960s 
and used by Seaborg141 to discuss the PTE. 
Because we count Th as an actinide even 
though its 7s26d2 atomic ground state has no 
5f electrons, we can welcome the elements 
121–124 among the 5g elements.

Following the 5g elements, we have the 
8p1/2 elements 139–140, then 6f elements 
141–155 (note that we placed 15 elements 
here), succeeded by the 7d elements 156–164 
(fig. 1c). The density of electronic states in 
these elements becomes high. Therefore, 
in 1971, Fricke and colleagues suggested 
an alternative long- row model for their 
neutral- atom Dirac–Slater calculations, 
in which overlaps between different shell 
occupations are allowed142. They then 
placed the 9s elements at Z = 165–166, 
the 9p1/2 elements at 167–168 and, finally, the 
8p3/2 elements at 169–172. The neutral- atom 
multi- configuration Dirac–Fock (MCDF) 
calculations of Indelicato and colleagues 
support the order arising from the Dirac–
Slater calculations but exchange 8p3/2 with 
9p1/2 (ref.143) and also add element 173. The 
chemistry of these elements still needs to be 
explored, including the correct assignment 
for the lowest (ground) state and low- lying 

excited states and corresponding share of 
configurations. This requires high- level 
multi- reference theory, including QED21,143. 
This is basically unexplored territory  
and a major challenge for atomic- structure 
theory38.

A first DFT attempt to study the 
chemistry of the 5g elements shows that 
the hypothetical octahedral hexafluorides, 
MF6, of the elements with nuclear charge 
Z = 125–129 prefer occupied compact 5g 
(spectator) states similar to the 4f shell 
in the lanthanides144. As the 5g shell is 
even more compact than the Ln 4f shells9, 
the 5g series would deserve the name of 
superlanthanides8.

The critical nuclear charge. The PTE in 
fig. 1c finishes with the last entry at Z = 172 
(refs9,142), while MCDF–QED calculations 
indicate element 173 to be the heaviest 
one143. It is often believed that the PTE 
(from an electronic point of view) cannot be 
expanded beyond a critical nuclear charge 
Zcrit ≈ 170, a value above which atoms can 
no longer be described by the stationary 
Dirac–Coulomb equation145. According 
to the hydrogenic expression for the total 
energy arising from the Schrödinger 
equation, we have E Z n= − / (2 )n

NR 2 2  (in 
atomic units), that is, the energy decreases 
quadratically with nuclear charge (fig. 4f). 
The corresponding Dirac equation for a 
point charge nucleus (point- like nucleus 
case, PNC) affords a different analytical 
expression of the energy:
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where me is the electron mass, c is the 
speed of light, αEM the fine- structure 
(or electromagnetic coupling) constant 
and j = l ± 1/2. figure 4f shows that the 
non- relativistic energy starts to deviate 
substantially from the relativistic value at 
Z ≈ 60 for the 1s orbital and Z ≈ 80 for the 2s 
orbital. This deviation originates from the 
relativistic operators that act in the vicinity 
of the nuclei and from the s orbitals having 
higher electron density near the nucleus. 
However, the hydrogenic PNC–Dirac 
equation no longer has valid solutions for 
Z Z α j> = ( + 1/2)crit

PNC
EM
−1 , that is, for Z > 137 

for s states, Z > 274 for p3/2 and d3/2 states 
and so on, as the total energy becomes 
imaginary. In mathematical terms, the 
Dirac operator is no longer self- adjoint; this 
happens even earlier for real eigenvalues 

at Z = 118 (refs146,147). The energy curves, 
therefore, end abruptly at E m c= −s

crit
1

e
2 and 

E m c= − (1 − 1/ 2 )s
crit
2

e
2 . However, the 

introduction of a finite extension of the 
nuclear- charge (finite nucleus case, FNC) 
distribution removes this unphysical 
behaviour148,149 (fig. 4f). A comparison 
between the energy curves produced 
using the PNC and FNC models reveals 
that the PNC model becomes inaccurate 
for Z > 120 for the 1s state and Z > 130 for 
the 2s state. However, disaster strikes again 
when these states enter (dive into) the 
negative- energy continuum, the Dirac sea, at 
Z > 170crit

FNC  for the 1s state and at much larger 
Zcrit

FNC value for the 2s state (note that the 
value of Zcrit

FNC depends on the nuclear- charge 
distribution used) (fig. 4f). A remedy to 
this situation does not come easy and 
possible solutions have been proposed150. 
One possible explanation to this problem 
is that PTE does not end at some Zcrit. The 
description of multi- electron systems using 
the bare Dirac equation without the full 
QED framework in supercritical Coulomb 
fields provides an incomplete picture 
(note that, for multi- electron systems, the 
electron screening of the nucleus shifts 
Zcrit

FNC to higher values145, but the diving 
is not avoided). In fact, as the 1s state 
at Z > Zcrit

FNC is embedded in the Dirac 
continuum, the vacuum now becomes 
charged150. In a (multi- electron) system, the 
diving of an open shell will cause electron–
positron pair creation, which should be 
observable in collisions of highly charged 
nuclei, resulting in a compound nucleus 
beyond the critical charge151. Besides, in this 
region of high nuclear charge, we expect the 
nuclear instability to be an ‘earlier killer’, as 
we see in the section Stability of superheavy 
elements10.

Astrophysical nucleogenesis
Around 13.8 billion years ago, within 
approximately a second from the Big 
Bang, the most abundant elements in our 
universe were H ( H1

1  and H1
2 ) and He ( He2

4  
and He2

3 ), with trace amounts of Li and 
some heavier elements also being present 
(fig. 1d). All were formed from free neutrons 
and protons, radiative capture, neutrino 
interactions and subsequent nuclear fusion 
and decay reactions from the product 
isotopes. Under the influence of their mutual 
gravitational forces, the clouds of atomic 
H and He gas contracted, forming the first 
stars after 100 million years or so, leading 
to high temperatures and pressures in these 
population III stars, composed entirely of 
primordial gas. Through nuclear fusion  
in these young stars, heavier elements  
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(up to iron), including the isotopes 
essential to life ( C6

12  and O8
16 ), were formed 

and continue to form in existing stars. 
For elements lighter than iron, nuclear fusion 
releases energy when forming the most 
stable isotopes. For the heavier elements, 
instead, the nucleus is so tightly bound that 
nuclear fusion consumes energy. The fusion 
process of the star is, thus, halted when the 
silicon- burning phase has produced an 
iron core and, as a result, the star collapses 
under its gravitation force. Above a certain 
critical mass, when the star’s core becomes 
as dense as an atomic nucleus, it rebounds 
explosively as a so- called supernova, 
releasing a flux of neutrons, protons and 
atoms into interstellar space, and, finally, a 
neutron star or black hole is formed152.

Before we proceed with any further 
details, we point out that the efficient 
synthesis of C (3 He2

4  → C6
12 ), O 

( C6
12  + He2

4  → O8
16 ) and other elements in 

stars requires a rather delicate tuning of 
two fundamental constants: the fine- 
structure constant αEM and the strong- 
coupling constant αS, which enter, amongst 
other coupling constants, the Standard 
Model in physics. Oberhummer and 
colleagues showed that, if αS varies by 0.5% 
and αEM by 4%, the stellar production of C 
or O will be reduced by a factor of 30–1,000 
(refs153,154). Furthermore, the neutron–
proton mass difference Δnpm = mn − mp is also 
sensitive to a change in αEM or αS. Borsanyi 
and colleagues showed that a value of 
Δnpm < 0.45 MeV c−2 would cause H (proton) 
to undergo inverse β- decay (electron 
capture), resulting in predominant presence 
of neutrons in our universe155. A value of 
Δnpm ~ 0.5 MeV c−2 would have resulted in 
the Big Bang nucleosynthesis producing 
much more He2

4  and far less H than it did in 
our universe. A considerably large value of 
Δnpm = 1.3 MeV c−2 would have resulted in 
a faster β- decay for neutrons, leading to far 
fewer neutrons at the end of the Big Bang 
nucleosynthesis, making the burning of H  
in stars and the synthesis of the heavy 
elements difficult155. Thus, the existence 
of the elements in our universe is dictated 
by the fine- tuning of these fundamental 
constants, which we can measure very 
precisely but are yet to be understood156.  
The variation of fundamental constants in 
space–time might be linked to the existence 
of dark matter, and this is currently an 
active field of research in both physics and 
chemistry157,158.

Returning to the astrophysical 
nucleosynthesis, a small percentage of the 
elements heavier than iron is produced 
by rapid proton capture (the rp process in 

binary star systems involving a neutron 
star where high temperatures above 109 K 
can be achieved to overcome the Coulomb 
barrier in nuclear reactions). This rp process 
produces proton- rich nuclei that can be 
identified on the right of the proton stability 
(drip) line shown in the (N, Z) (Segrè) 
chart159–164 in fig. 6a, reaching elements 
up to (perhaps) tellurium165–167 (note that, 
at the proton and neutron drip lines, the 
nuclei are at the very edge of particle 
stability, such that they emit protons or 
neutrons, respectively, directly; drip- line 
isotopes provide very useful information 
for nuclear- structure theory). However, 
most of the heavy elements in the PTE are 
produced by neutron- capture processes, as 
first suggested by Gamow168 in 1946 and 
by Alpher and Herman169 in 1950. Neutron 
capture occurs on a timescale of roughly 1 s, 
which is three orders of magnitude smaller 
than the neutron half- life (t1/2 = 883 ± 7 s), 
which dictates its decay into a proton, 
an electron and an antineutrino170–172. In 
the nucleosynthesis process, neutrons are 
successively absorbed by a nucleus, creating 
isotopes on the left of the neutron drip lines. 
This is shown in the Segrè chart in fig. 6a. 
At a certain mass number, the neutron- rich 
isotope will then β- decay to a more stable 
nucleus, with the nuclear charge increased 
from Z → Z + 1. This process repeats up to a 
nuclear charge Z that depends on the initial 
astrophysical conditions and the stability of 
the daughter nucleus at the end of the chain. 
figure 6 contains a collection of graphs on 
nuclear stability and fig. 6a shows such a 
possible path for the rapid neutron- capture 
process.

There are many possible astrophysical 
sites of neutron- rich matter (see discussion 
below) and many different processes and 
conditions173,174. However, for the synthesis 
of the heavy elements, we can identify four 
important types of neutron- capture process 
based on different astrophysical conditions: 
the rapid neutron capture (r- process) for 
number of neutrons Nn > 1020 cm−3 (for 
comparison, this is approximately equal to 
the number of ideal gas molecules under 
normal conditions)175, the n- process for 
Nn ≈ 1018 cm−3 (ref.176), the intermediate 
neutron capture (i- process) for Nn ≈ 1015 cm−3 
(refs177,178) and the slow neutron capture 
(the s- process) with Nn = 106−1010 cm−3 
(ref.179). These conditions define the different 
reaction paths and average time necessary 
before a neutron- rich isotope β- decays 
to a more stable nucleus with increased 
nuclear charge. Whereas s- capture produces 
nuclei near the valley of β- stability, for the 
r- process, the reaction path is shifted into 

the neutron- rich region of the nuclide chart 
because neutron- capture times in this case 
are much shorter than the average β- decay. 
Because of the loss of stability for elements 
heavier than Bi (the s- process terminates at 

Po84
210 ), isotopes like U and Th can only be 
generated through an r- capture process. In 
these cases, the s- capture would be too slow 
and the intermediate nuclei decay before 
enough neutrons are captured to reach 
higher Z values180,181 (Box 5).

The two main neutron- capture 
processes, r and s, produce different isotope 
distributions; therefore, it is possible to 
identify the abundancy distribution for 
different heavy elements by their production 
type. For example, by comparing the isotopic 
abundance distribution with predictions 
from analytical models and nuclear- reaction 
networks coupled to stellar- evolution codes, 
it is predicted that about 51% of the heavy 
elements in the solar system originated 
through s- process nucleosynthesis, with 
the remaining 49% produced by other 
nucleosynthesis mechanisms, primarily the 
r- process182. An example of a comparison 
between experimental and predicted 
abundance distributions of elements that 
are produced by the r- capture and s- capture 
processes in the metal- poor star HD108317 
is shown in fig. 7a, where we see that the 
s- capture process terminates at 83Bi (blue line 
in Box 5).

Abundancy distributions using 
theoretical stellar evolutionary models 
were first predicted in the late 1950 to early 
1960s by Burbidge, Clayton, Seeger and 
colleagues165,183–185. It was shown how, from 
the sequence of abundance distributions 
generated for specific numbers of neutrons 
per initial seed nucleus, one can estimate 
the superpositions of neutron exposures 
required to reproduce the experimentally 
observed abundance distributions of the 
isotopes produced through the s- process. 
An improved fit of simulation models to 
experimental data was later obtained by 
including more accurate evolution models 
and by integrating the full reaction network 
in the simulation186–188. Although the relative 
abundance distributions of the heavy 
elements in our universe obtained from 
numerical simulations nicely align with 
experimental results, it is very complicated 
to identify the astrophysical sites where 
the s- processes and r- processes take place. 
One relies on nucleosynthesis models that 
depend on nuclear- physics inputs and 
astrophysical conditions to get an idea of 
the origin of such processes. Distinguishing 
different astrophysical scenarios is 
challenging because the exact properties of 
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the nuclear states of the isotopes involved 
in the capture process are difficult to obtain 
and the exact conditions of the ejecta are 
unknown. The easiest approach is to study 
events that happened shortly after the Big 
Bang because nearly all older stars contain 

traces of products of the r- process. Another 
obstacle is the difficulty in obtaining 
information about exact stellar conditions. 
When nuclear excited states are thermally 
populated (which happens in stars but not in 
the laboratory), neutron capture can proceed 

not only for nuclei in their ground states 
but also from nuclear excited states, and 
the reaction rates under stellar conditions 
are, thus, different from those measured in 
the laboratory. For these reasons, sites and 
mechanisms of neutron- capture production 
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National Nuclear Data Center’s NuDat 2 database. Added trajectories shown 
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some of the many possible pathways (data from ref.290). b | Distribution of 
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code indicates the different stabilities of the nuclides. Data obtained from 
the NuDat 2 database of the National Nuclear Data Center. c | Adiabatic 
potential energy of the Ca20

48  + Cm96
248  collision from a two- centre shell model. 

Different reaction channels, deep inelastic scattering (DIP), quasi- fission (QF) 
and fusion to the compound nucleus (CN), are shown schematically by the 
white arrows. The colour scale is chosen according to the potential- energy 
values on the hypersurface. d | Predicted ground- state mass quadrupole 

deformation β2 in the (N, Z) plane for even–even superheavy nuclei obtained 
from density functional theory calculations with a SLy4 nuclear energy den-
sity functional. The centre of the shell stability is predicted around N = 184, 
Z = 126. Prolate shapes are obtained for β2 > 0, oblate shapes for β2 < 0 and 
spherical shapes for β2 = 0. e | Areas of stability and two examples of cold  
and hot fusion reactions and their α- decay products in the superheavy-  
element region. The red centre in the superheavy- element region around 
the magic number Z = 114 and N = 184 indicates enhanced shell stability.  
f | Timeline of discovery of the actinide and trans- actinide elements,  
including the original discovery of uranium by Klaproth in 1789. Part a image 
courtesy of B. Sherrill, Michigan State University, USA. Part c is adapted  
with permission from ref.257, Elsevier. Part d is adapted from ref.260,  
Springer Nature Limited. Part e is adapted with permission from ref.291, 
Oganessian, Y. T. “Synthesis of the heaviest elements in 48Ca- induced  
reactions.”; in: Radiochim. Acta 99, de Gruyter, 2011, pp. 429–439.
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are still lacking substantial abundance 
observations to constrain proposed 
theoretical models.

First suggested by Ulrich189, multiple 
neutron captures could take place in the 
He- rich layer of asymptotic giant branch 
(AGB) stars. During the late phase of the 
AGB, the thermal instability of the He 
burning shell leads to burning flashes of 
high amplitudes that establish convection 
zones that modify the distribution of He 
throughout the affected layers. As a result, 
H is reintroduced into hot layers, providing 
the flux of neutrons for the neutron- capture 
process184,190,191. Current models suggest 
the existence of two components to the 
s- process. The main s- component involves 
stars during their AGB phase (when they 
are in the mass range between 1 and 3 
solar masses) that are responsible for the 
production of the isotopes in the mass 
region between Zr and Bi (mass number 
A > 90)186,192. The weak s- component occurs 
in massive AGB stars larger than 8 solar 
masses that are thought to be responsible for 
the production of elements between Fe and 
Zr (60 < A < 90)193,194. The existence of a third 
component was proposed after discovering 
that the main and weak s- components 

do not fully reproduce the s abundances 
between Sr and Ba195.

The i- process is thought to occur in 
carbon- enhanced metal- poor (CEMP) stars 
and the n- process in a supernova shock front 
traversing the He burning shell176–178. For 
the r- capture process, there are a number 
of possible astrophysical environments 
where it can occur. It was originally thought 
that r- capture occurs in supernovae196. 
Recent studies suggest neutron sources 
from kilonovae (merging neutron stars), 
because the r- process requires extreme 
conditions, although theoretical models 
do not exclude supernovae as sites of 
heavy r- processing173,197–200. The recently 
observed GW170817 neutron- star 
merger produced radiation across the 
electromagnetic spectrum consistent with 
the ejection of some hundredths of a solar 
mass of lanthanide- rich material201,202. This 
confirmed that heavy elements can be forged 
during such events, suggesting neutron- star 
mergers as the primary site for the r- process 
and possible production sites for the 
lighter actinides203 and strontium204. The 
likely different astrophysical origins of the 
elements165,205,206 are illustrated in the PTE in 
fig. 1d. More experimental and theoretical 

nuclear- structure data will be required in the 
near future to fully understand the various 
neutron- capture processes and the synthesis 
of the heavy elements.

Elements heavier than the U originating 
from neutron- capture processes have not 
been observed in larger amounts207,208, 
despite a few searches and claims209,210. 
The main reason for this is that the fission 
barrier of the heavy nuclei produced during 
the r- capture process is lowered and, as 
a result, the heavy nuclei decay before 
neutron capture takes place. However, it 
is suggested that the production of heavy 
nuclei is enhanced if the r- process path 
proceeds closer to the neutron drip line. 
Petermann et al. performed fully dynamical 
network r- process calculations assuming an 
environment with a neutron- to- seed ratio 
large enough to produce superheavy nuclei 
with Z ≥ 104 and A ≈ 300 during the first 
seconds of the r- process211 (fig. 7b). However, 
the yields strongly depend on predicted 
nuclear data and astrophysical scenario, and 
the produced superheavy elements decay 
on timescales of seconds or minutes212. The 
lifetimes of superheavy nuclei are further 
discussed in detail in the next section.

Stability of superheavy elements
The heaviest naturally occurring elements 
of the PTE on our planet are U and trace 
amounts of 244Pu found in the deep sea 
floor213. In fact, until 1943, only the elements 
up to Pu, which was produced by a deuteron 
bombardment of 238- U by Seaborg and 
colleages214, were known (fig. 1b). At that 
time, names like ‘ultimium’ or ‘extremium’ 
were considered for Pu because of the 
erroneous belief that this element might be 
the heaviest possible in the PTE215–217.

In order to perform chemical 
experiments, a nucleus containing a given 
number of protons and neutrons needs 
to be sufficiently stable with respect to 
possible radioactive decay channels (from 
the confinement radius of an electron in 
an atom, ~10−10 m, or a proton inside a 
nucleus, ~10−15 m, and the corresponding 
masses, one can estimate the characteristic 
timescales for electronic and nuclear 
reactions using Heisenberg’s formula, 
ΔEΔt > ħ, that are on the order of ~1 fs 
and 1 zs (~10−21 s), respectively). Current 
experimental approaches require a nuclear 
stability in the second range, which limits 
the study of the heaviest elements in the 
PTE, although this might be improved in the 
near future. In fact, at high nuclear charge, 
the PTE is limited not by the electronic 
but by the nuclear stability. Using a simple 
liquid- drop model, Bohr and Wheeler 

Box 5 | the astrophysical s- neutron- capture and r- neutron- capture processes

Neutron capture and β- decay produce the heaviest elements in the periodic table. During the rapid 
neutron- capture process (r- process), which occurs in supernovae and neutron- star mergers, there 
are many possible reaction paths and the unstable nucleus captures another neutron before 
decaying. the r- process operates under conditions far from stability, closer to the neutron drip line. 
During the slow neutron- capture process (s- process), which occurs in stars (particularly, asymptotic 
giant branch stars), the unstable nucleus decays before capturing another neutron and the path is 
close to the valley of β- stability, as shown in the figure with known half- lives for the nuclear  
ground states included (data from ref.165).
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established an upper limit of Z2/A = 47.8 
(A − Z = N), beyond which nuclei become 
unstable against the elongation of nuclear 
shape, resulting in spontaneous fission218. 
Using empirical (Z, A) relationships219, this 
sets the upper limit of observable elements 
to Z ~ 120–130, after which the Coulomb 
repulsion between the protons inside a 
nucleus becomes too strong220. However, 
while these phenomenological theories 
based on the liquid- drop model offer great 
qualitative insight into nuclear properties, a 
proper treatment of nuclear- shell- structure 
effects is required to discuss the stability and 
possible decay channels for certain isotopes, 
for which the binding energy of the nucleus 
becomes an important property.

The total mass M of an atom in the 
PTE can be decomposed into M(Z, N, 
Ne) = Zmp + Nmn + Neme − BZ,N/c2 − Be/c2, 
where BZ,N is the nuclear binding energy for a 
specific isotope and Be is the total electronic 
binding energy (Be = −ET for the total 
electronic energy) for Ne electrons (Ne = Z 
for a neutral atom). The mass of a certain 
isotope can, nowadays, be determined to 
keV accuracy using a trap mass spectrometer 
or time- of- flight mass spectrometry221–224. 
The proton, neutron and electron masses 
are all accurately known to eV accuracy. The 
total electronic energy may be decomposed 
into ET = ENRHF + ΔERHF + ΔEQED + ΔEcor, 
including the non- relativistic Hartree–Fock 
total energy (NRHF)225, the relativistic 
energy correction at the Hartree–Fock 
level including the finite extension of the 
nucleus (RHF)29, QED contributions226,227 
and electron- correlation effects to the 
many- electron QED Hamiltonian228. 

All these terms can be evaluated to eV 
(some of these to meV) accuracy, with 
the most problematic part being the 
electron- correlation contribution that 
amounts to ~0.4–0.5 eV per electron. This 
term can, however, be evaluated to an 
accuracy of 0.05 eV per electron. Hence, with 
future improvements in mass measurements, 
the remaining nuclear binding energy can be 
obtained to at least 1 keV accuracy. This level 
of accuracy is important for benchmarking 
nuclear- structure calculations. For example, 
nuclear DFT can currently reach an 
accuracy of only about 600 keV. Note that 
the electron- binding energy is not so small 
for the heavier elements compared with 
the nuclear part, because it increases with 
~Z2. For example, for Og118

294 , the relativistic 
binding energy is Be = 1.487 MeV compared 
with the non- relativistic value of 1.260 MeV 
(refs10,78).

A map of nuclear binding energies 
is shown in fig. 6b (ref.229), in which we 
can observe the deviation of the nuclear 
binding energy from the Z = N line. In other 
words, if Z increases, more neutrons are 
required to stabilize the nucleus against 
Coulomb repulsion. This, of course, 
explains the problem in the synthesis of 
superheavy elements with sufficiently 
long lifetimes from the beams and target 
isotopes available. Note that BZ,N varies 
in [0, Bmax], with the maximum binding 
energy per nucleon being that for 56Fe, 
with Bmax = 8,792.23 ± 0.03 keV. There is no 
such upper limit in electronic- structure 
theory (at least for the non- relativistic case). 
Here, we point out another fundamental 
difference between electronic- structure and 

nuclear- structure theory. The electronic 
binding energy for an Ne- electron system in 
the mean- field model follows approximately 
B Z n l j n= ∑ ( , , )/i

N
i i i ie =1 eff

2 2e  (see discussion 
above). This description separates 
energetically the core from the valence shells 
such that the chemistry of the elements in 
the PTE is dominated almost exclusively 
by the valence electrons (except for materials 
under high pressure230,231). This is the basis 
of the so- called effective core potential 
approximation well known to quantum 
chemists232. In nuclear- structure theory, 
there is no central field and we have a 
‘quantum liquid’ of protons and neutrons. 
This, perhaps, is best demonstrated by the 
semi- empirical mass formula for nucleons233, 
BZ,N = aVA − aSA2/3 − aCZ(Z − 1)A−1/3 − aAA−1 
(A − 2Z)2 + δ(A, Z), in which the dominant 
first (volume) term to the nucleon binding 
energy is linear in the number of nucleons 
A (the second term is the surface term, 
the third the Coulomb term, the forth 
the asymmetry term and the last one the 
empirical correction term).

It is beyond the scope of this 
Perspective to give an accurate account 
on current nuclear- structure theory 
(the reader is referred to a recent review 
article by Nazarewicz234). Instead, we 
point out some of the major differences 
between nuclear- structure theory and 
electronic- structure theory, which is more 
familiar to chemists, and the challenges that 
lie ahead in current nuclear- structure theory, 
especially for the treatment of superheavy 
elements. While the liquid- drop model 
is the earliest (collective) nuclear model 
introduced originally in the 1930s218,235,236, 
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Fig. 7 | Abundancies of elements. a | Heavy- element abundance patterns 
in the metal- poor star HD108317. Black squares indicate detections from the 
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph on board the Hubble Space 
Telescope and open downward- pointing triangles indicate upper limits from 
predictions. The rapid neutron capture, r- process pattern, has been normal-
ized to Eu, and the slow neutron capture, s- process pattern, has been nor-
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to the r- process pattern. b | Simulation under cold r- process conditions using 
the Thomas–Fermi model with Strutinski- integral method for fission barrier 
and mass predictions of the heaviest elements in the periodic table. The 
colour- coded abundances (right- hand side of the plot) are given at the point 
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dropped down to 1 after t = 0.7876 s. Part a is adapted with permission from 
ref.292, IOP. Part b is adapted from ref.211, Springer Nature Limited.
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it was soon clear that, analogously to 
electronic structure theory, a nuclear shell 
model at the microscopic level was needed. 
In contrast to electronic- structure theory, 
in which the Hamiltonian is virtually 
known (for example, from the Schrödinger 
or Dirac–Coulomb equations with the 
additional corrections arising from QED 
and hyperfine interactions, containing 

one- electron and two- electron operators 
only), the interactions between the nucleons 
are far more difficult to describe and 
are based on effective Hamiltonians or 
functionals. There is no a priori knowledge 
of the many- body forces between the 
nucleons and nuclear- structure theory 
becomes an effective- field theory. A most 
rigorous treatment at the quark level (lattice 
quantum chromodynamics) described by 
the Standard Model of physics is far too 
elaborate237,238 for a complex many- nucleon 
system. Hence, one applies different levels of 
approximations, as outlined in Box 6.

The effective nuclear- model 
Hamiltonians in wavefunction- based 
theories contain parameterized  
many- body forces, perhaps in some  
analogy to the treatment of long- range  
dispersive interactions between atoms 
or molecules for which, for example, a 
many- body decomposition of the total 
energy leads to very accurate results for 
properties of bulk rare gases109,239,240. Such 
model Hamiltonians can be treated at a 
high level of theory through configuration 
interaction or coupled- cluster theory241–244 
to account for nucleon correlation but 
still depend on the accurate description 
of the many- body forces. As nuclear 
matter is a strongly correlated quantum 
liquid, such calculations are expensive 
and currently applicable only to light and 
medium- sized nuclei245,246. This strong 
correlation also implies that the Hartree–
Fock approximation is inadequate for a 
proper description of nuclear matter. For 
example, He2

4  coupled- cluster calculations 
for three- body Hamiltonians gave a binding 
energy of 28.24 MeV (ref.246) (extrapolated 
to the complete basis set limit) compared 
with 28.2957 MeV (7.0739 MeV per nucleon, 
see fig. 6b) obtained from accurate mass 
measurements247 and the mass formula 
shown above. The current accuracy in 
the most elaborate nuclear- structure 
calculations is on the order of 100 keV. 
Equation- of- motion–coupled- cluster 
(EOM–CC) theory, originally developed 
for quantum chemistry248, can be used to 
calculate nuclear excited states. For example, 

O8
17  is a stable isotope with a (+5/2) ground 
state and a low- lying excited (+3/2) state 
at 0.870 MeV (ref.249) versus 1.219 MeV 
obtained using EOM–CCSD (which 
includes single and double excitations250).

Very similar to the situation in 
quantum- molecular dynamics, for 
nuclear- dynamic calculations, it remains 
a challenge to accurately predict nuclear 
reactions, radioactive- decay channels and 
corresponding lifetimes, such as nuclear 

fission, α- decay and β- decay (we note 
that, while the free neutron decays with a 
half- life of 10.3 minutes, He2

4  is β- stable 
and no such decay is observed because 
of energy conservation251). For example, 
a comparison between calculated and 
spontaneous- fission half- lives using the 
(heavily parameterized) macroscopic–
microscopic (mic–mac) model252 including 
shell corrections for several superheavy 
elements showed deviations between 
theory and experiment within three orders 
of magnitude, with errors in binding 
energies in the MeV range253. Furthermore, 
tunnelling of particles through a potential 
barrier has an exponential dependence on 
the barrier height and width, which is well 
known in chemical dynamics (although, 
because of the collective dynamic behaviour 
of nucleons, the notion of a barrier 
becomes questionable)254. Nevertheless, 
it is difficult to accurately estimate decay 
properties, including lifetimes. Fortunately, 
there has been substantial development 
in nuclear- structure theory over the past 
20 years that resulted in the improvement 
of both efficiency and accuracy for the 
computing of nuclear properties (Box 6). 
This is especially the case for the nuclear 
self- consistent mean- field method, which 
has its roots in DFT255. In this approach, 
pairing correlation is taken into account 
using a pairing field obtained from 
Hartree–Fock–Bogoliubov calculations. 
For the nucleon potential, there are many 
approximations (such as Skyrme and 
Gogny) and parameterizations on nuclear 
data255, very similar to quantum chemistry 
and the various density functionals. From 
such nuclear- structure calculations, one 
obtains proton and neutron densities  
(ρp and ρn, respectively), the corresponding 
nuclear deformations and shell energies. 
Spin–orbit interactions also need to be 
taken into account. Extensions beyond 
mean- field theory are again similar to 
those developed in quantum chemistry, 
like the random- phase approximation or 
multi- reference DFT. A complete overview 
on this subject has been given by Bender, 
Heenen and Reinhard255; therefore, we focus, 
for the remainder of this Perspective, on the 
mean- field results for the heaviest elements 
in the PTE.

For nuclear fusion or fission processes, 
the nuclear mass deformation (mainly 
quadrupolar and described by the parameter 
β2)256 is an important parameter that 
describes the elongation of nuclear shape 
and often serves as the main reaction 
coordinates. In fact, in nuclear physics, 
one obtains reaction profiles very similar 

Box 6 | Nuclear- structure calculations

Nuclear- structure theory is far more 
complicated than electronic- structure theory, 
owing to the strong and electromagnetic 
interactions of the neutrons and protons.  
the nuclear interaction is quite complex, 
involving many- body forces. However, 
nuclear- structure theory has developed 
rapidly over the past few decades owing to 
improved theoretical methods and para-
meterizations, algorithms and computing 
power. in a fashion very similar to quantum 
chemistry, nuclear- structure theory ranges 
from more semi- empirical to more accurate 
methods (alternatively, wavefunction or 
density functional based). an overview of the 
different levels of approximations in use is 
given in the figure234.

π, pion; Ci, configuration interaction; DFt, density 
functional theory; d, down quark; g, gluon; LQCD, 
lattice quantum chromodynamics; n, neutron; p, 
proton; u, up quark. Figure reprinted with 
permission from ref.306, aiP.
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to chemical kinetics, except over different 
timescales (~1 zs) and energy scales (MeV). 
figure 6c shows a total energy surface 
from nuclear- structure calculations for the 
nuclear decay of superheavy element 120, 
which is yet to be synthesized257. The picture 
clearly shows why there was such a long 
controversy in the past about the ‘island 
of stability’ (ref.258), that is, the compound 
nucleus lies very high on the energy surface 
in a rather shallow minimum with high 
probability for nuclear fission. According 
to modern theories, lifetimes of superheavy 
nuclei are fairly short because of fission 
and α- decay; hence, the notion of ‘stable 
superheavy nuclei’ is questionable10,11. 
From fig. 6c, it is also clear that fusion 
cross sections are decreased substantially 
in the superheavy- element region, as many 
nuclear collisions will be unsuccessful and 
end in quasi- fission processes (quasi- fission 
is characterized by the formation of a 
composite system that does not reach the 
fully equilibrated compound nucleus) or 
in products from deep inelastic scattering. 
We note that the existence of transactinide 
nuclei completely relies on shell- structure 
stabilization259. Furthermore, above Fm, 
there are not enough neutrons inside 
the nucleus to reach the most stable 
predicted isotope, and there are currently 
no experiments on hand to add additional 
neutrons after the compound nucleus has 
formed (unlike in an astrophysical scenario). 
Hence, the superheavy elements are more on 
the proton- rich side of the nuclear landscape 
and they α- decay. Furthermore, many of the 
isotopes are not spherical but deformed260 
(fig. 6d). Strong prolate deformations add 
to nuclear- fission instabilities. For example, 
nuclear- localization functions (similar to 
electron- localization functions) for nuclear 
fission (cluster decay) of Og118

294  are shown 
in fig. 5b (ref.261). The nuclear- localization 
functions show the overlapping proton 
and neutron densities in a scission 
region, where the projectiles just touch, 
very similar to the overlap of electron 
densities in chemical reactions. Note that 
about 100 Og isotopes lie in between the 
proton and neutron drip lines, a territory 
that remains to be explored10. Another 
interesting feature in superheavy elements 
is that, because of Coulomb frustration, 
the protons are pushed out from the centre 
of the nucleus (semi- bubble structures), 
and the high proton and neutron densities 
of states leave the shells barely visible in 
nucleon- localization functions, in a manner 
very similar to the electronic case shown in 
fig. 5a (refs11,78). We note that high nuclear 
stability is obtained around proton and 

neutron shell closures (so- called magic 
numbers 2, 8, 20, 28, 50 and 82 for closed 
proton or neutron shells are very similar 
to the magic numbers in electronic shell 
closures in atoms or clusters), where the 
nucleus becomes spherical. At higher magic 
numbers, one gets shell gaps at 126 and 
184 for neutrons, and 114, 124 and 126 for 
protons262,263. It is worth noting that the 
notion of magic numbers in superheavy 
elements is being questioned because of 
high- level density of single- particle states 
and Coulomb frustration effects10,11.

Nuclear- structure calculations are 
very important for the simulation of the 
astrophysical synthesis of the elements 
in the PTE and to predict the right beam 
and target conditions for the synthesis of 
new superheavy elements. In so- called 
cold- fusion reactions, the compound 
nucleus has a relatively low excitation energy, 
such that only a few neutrons are emitted 
and the fission process can be minimized. 
Targets used are Pb82

208  and Bi83
209 , and 278Nh 

(half- life . .
.t = 2 01/2 −0 7

+2 7 ms) was the heaviest 
element synthesized at RIKEN laboratory 
in Japan through the 209Bi(70Zn,n)278Nh 
cold- fusion reaction134,264,265. In hot- fusion 
experiments, the projectile nucleus is fixed 
to Ca20

48  and one requires rather heavy 
actinide targets with nuclei that are well 
deformed. Such combinations can lead 
to enhanced cross sections and enabled 
the synthesis of the elements beyond Nh 
up to Og (such as 249Cf(48Ca, 3n)294Og, 

. .
.t = 0 691/2 −0 22

+0 64 ms) by the JINR in Russia266. 
In the hot- fusion experiments, one ends 
up with a hot nucleus evaporating several 
neutrons, which is the reason that the 
hot- fusion reaction has been initially 
overlooked. Two examples of cold- fusion 
and hot- fusion reactions are shown in 
fig. 6e, together with a colour- coded Segrè 
map of nuclear- decay lifetimes that shows 
enhanced stability at magic numbers 
Z = 114 and N = 184. The given lifetimes 
and the location of the maximum stability 
at Z = 114 has to be taken with care, though, 
as different nuclear models can predict 
lifetimes that differ by orders of magnitude, 
and it is currently not clear if the stability 
minimum lies at Z = 120, 122 or 126 (ref.10).

There are many reviews on the 
experimental synthesis of superheavy 
elements10,130,267,268. We summarize the 
history of discovery for the superheavy 
elements in fig. 6f (ref.130); for a historical 
account and the many controversies 
surrounding the discovery of the superheavy 
elements, see ref.269. The progress towards 
the synthesis of an element with nuclear 
charge 119 is currently underway at RIKEN 

laboratory in Japan and both the new 
JINR and GSI (Darmstadt) facilities will 
soon join the efforts in the synthesis of 
the elements beyond Og282. We can expect 
new elements, perhaps up to nuclear charge 
126, in the next decade or so. For this 
reason, one has to move to heavier beams 
(50Ti, 51V, 54Cr), because 98Cf is the heaviest 
target realistically available. It is clear that 
superheavy elements inhabit the remote 
corner of the nuclear landscape, but it is 
not yet clear what happens at much higher 
nuclear charge. Reliable predictions of 
lifetimes for different decay channels beyond 
Z = 118 are currently not available, and it is 
not known if exotic topologies of nuclear 
density can produce long- lived isotopes. 
Also, the limits of nuclear mass and charge 
are currently not known and we expect 
that nuclear stability will be the limiting 
factor well below the electronic critical 
nuclear charge Zcrit

FNC (refs10,11). The binding 
energies in fig. 6b suggest that the PTE is 
not infinite; nevertheless, this unknown 
territory needs to be explored in terms of 
both nuclear- structure theory and quantum 
chemistry.

Conclusions
The PTE has its solid foundation in 
quantum theory and is firmly based on both 
the Pauli and Aufbau principles, giving rise 
to chemical similarities within a specific 
group. Similarities between elements in the 
PTE depend on the accessibility of valence 
electrons for overlap and charge transfer, 
as well as on electron- correlation and 
relativistic effects. Subtle shell- structure 
effects cause irregularities and anomalies 
in the chemical and physical behaviour of 
the elements within a specific group. Fuzzy 
concepts like chemical similarity270 often 
lead to unnecessary disputes concerning the 
PTE. The ambiguity of clearly assigning a 
specific element into the right place of the 
PTE, as for the lanthanides and actinides, 
shows the limitation of such concepts or 
approximations271–274 but, in our opinion, 
should not be over- interpreted, as it is 
sometimes done. We should be reminded 
that electron configurations arising from 
the Aufbau principle originate from a 
mean- field (one- particle) approximation, 
which can fail for strongly correlated 
(highly multi- configurational) systems, 
especially when the density of states 
becomes large (remember the different 
electron configurations and dense spectra 
within the group 10 atoms), as is the 
case for the transactinides and into the 
superheavy- element region of the PTE. 
To cite Werner Kutzelnigg: “ ... one would 
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like to learn more is whether the periodic 
system has a chance to survive in the realm 
of superheavy elements”275. Thus, the 
PTE as suggested recently by one of the 
authors (fig. 1c) should be seen as a first 
good approximation, and future theoretical 
investigations will offer us more insight 
on the electronic structure of the elements 
up to the critical nuclear charge Zcrit. 
Beyond Zcrit, we need to take into account 
the charged vacuum, which will make a 
multi- electron treatment, including electron 
correlation, a challenge for future theoretical 
studies. But this is not the end of the PTE.

Relativistic effects lead to interesting 
anomalies within the PTE, even for atoms 
with the same electron configuration. These 
effects are enhanced for the elements that 
exhibit subtle shell- structure effects, such 
as the group 11 and group 12 elements 
Au and Hg and their heavier analogues. 
However, we would not place these elements 
anywhere else in the PTE because of their 
dissimilarities to their lighter congeners. 
Furthermore, spin–orbit coupling in the 
p- block of the PTE has significant influence 
on their chemical and physical properties. 
As a curiosity, the element Og can be seen 
as almost Fermi- like electron gas and is 
predicted to be a solid at room temperature. 
Relativistic effects in the region beyond the 
known elements remain mostly unexplored 
and we can expect the unexpected here81,276.

Developments in nuclear- structure 
theory and experimental measurements 
over the past few decades have provided 
us with very useful data for the prediction 
of astrophysical- synthesis processes (see, 
for example, the most recent work on 
the fate of intermediate- mass stars by 
Kirsebom and colleagues277) and for many 
other applications in nuclear physics such 
as beam–target design in the synthesis 
of superheavy elements. Superheavy 
elements have possibly been synthesized in 
r- processes originating from neutron- star 
mergers or supernovae but have long since 
decayed and are unlikely to be found on 
our planet. Over the past 20 years, we saw 
the addition of nine new elements in the 
PTE, and experiments to obtain elements 
beyond nuclear charge Z = 118 are currently 
underway. The PTE is finite because of 
nuclear stability and it will be an exciting 
time to explore the remote corner of the PTE.

The PTE is intrinsically linked 
to fundamental physics. From a 
fundamental- physics point of view, all 
four fundamental forces are important 
for the distribution of the elements in our 
universe and on our planet Earth. Without 
the electromagnetic force, there would be 

no atoms and without the strong force, no 
nuclei, including the proton and neutron, 
nor without the weak force any production of 
the heavy elements through β- decay. Finally, 
without the gravitational force, no stars 
would form, and no important elements like 
carbon and oxygen formed nor accumulated 
on Earth or other planets. Moreover, the 
efficient astrophysical- nucleosynthesis 
process depends on the fundamental 
constants with a rather narrow range of 
permitted values to sustain the existence  
of the elements in the PTE.

We finish with two quotes, the first 
by Primo Levi (The Periodic Table)278: 
“Conquering matter is to understand it, 
and understanding matter is necessary to 
understanding the Universe and ourselves: 
and that therefore Mendeleev’s Periodic 
Table, which just during those weeks we 
were learning to unravel, was poetry.” The 
second by John Emsley (Nature’s Building 
Blocks: An A- Z Guide to the Elements)279: 
“As long as chemistry is studied, there will 
be a periodic table. And even if someday 
we communicate with another part of the 
Universe, we can be sure that one thing both 
cultures will have in common is an ordered 
system of the elements that will be instantly 
recognizable by both intelligent life forms.”
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